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Liverpool lifted by Torres strike 
Liverpool 2 Kyrgiakos 48, Torres 53 Blackburn Rovers 1 Carragher 50 (og) Referee: 
P Dowd. Attendance: 43,328 TONY BARRETT Roy Hodgson has been in the game 
long enough to know that a single victory does not a revival make, particularly 
one that was not enough to lift Liverpool out of the bottom three, but for the first 
time since he succeeded Rafael Benitez there are palpable signs that their decline 
is finally being arrested, even if the green shoots of recovery are not yet fully 
visible.  
Liverpool having to wait until late October to record their second league win of 
the season is almost unheard of in modern times and had it not been for the 
predatory instincts of the much-derided Fernando Torres, their patience, and that 
of their new owners, might have been stretched for another week. As it is, they 
can take the positives from their victory over Blackburn Rovers and the promising 
performance that merited it, although any feel-good factor will be diminished by 
their position in the league table.  
"We have got ourselves into such a perilous position that it is going to take a lot 
to get us into a position where we can see light at the end of the tunnel," 
Hodgson said. "But I'm very happy with three points and very happy with the 
performance. I don't know if it has moved us up the table but I've not really been 
looking at it."  
Hodgson was at great pains to stress his belief that Liverpool are in a false 
position, but this was the first time this season that his team had impressed 
sufficiently enough to be described as the better side without any fear of 
contradiction. The speed with which they moved the ball and their collective 
endeavour was such that had their goalkeeper Paul Robinson not been in 
outstanding form, Blackburn could have been buried before the half-time interval.  
"It's a long time since I've seen a team create as many chances as we did without 
scoring in the first half," Hodgson said.  
His assessment was an accurate one with Robinson having made a trio of 
superlative saves to deny Joe Cole, Steven Gerrard and Sotirios Kyrgiakos. With 
confidence at a low ebb and belief lessened to a similar degree, the Liverpool 
manager must have feared that having dominated to such an extent and yielded 
so little, there would be an unwarranted sting in the tail, a fate that so often 
befalls teams at the wrong end of the table.  
But this was not to be one of those days. Not with Liverpool's desperation for 
three points and the fact that Blackburn were without the backbone of their team 
with Christopher Samba suspended and Ryan Nelsen injured. And it was the 
weakness in the visiting team's defence that proved decisive. It also prompted 
Sam Allardyce to bemoan a weakness that is as unlikely as Liverpool's league 
position, namely that Blackburn were unable to cope with high balls.  
"We missed our regular central defenders and in the end we could not hold out 
any longer because we'd done a sterling job in the first half," the Blackburn 
manager said. "We couldn't cope with Liverpool's aerial threat because we didn't 
have Nelsen or Samba." Kyrgiakos accentuated that point when he rose 
unchallenged to meet a corner by Gerrard with a towering header that Junior 
Hoilett was unable to prevent from crossing the goalline.  
Considering that Liverpool have lost every game in which they have gone behind 
this season, their relief at taking the lead was every bit as palpable as Allardyce 
claimed it was. But it was to be short-lived, in fact it lasted for only three minutes, 
before the seventh own goal of Jamie Carragher's career brought Blackburn back 
into the game despite having not posed an attacking threat before that point.  
The responsibility did not rest with Carragher, however; he was merely the 
unwitting victim to a collective defensive failing in which Martin Skrtel was 
evaded far too easily by Benjani Mwaruwari after Paul Konchesky had been 
caught out of position. Raul Meireles attempted to rectify the situation by getting 
himself in a position to thwart El-Hadji Diouf's shot but his clearance hit Carragher 
full in the face before rolling over the line. Upon such a moment of cruel 
misfortune and high farce, Liverpool could have wilted, as both managers 
admitted. "They must have been thinking, 'Oh God, not again,' " Allardyce said.  
Hodgson agreed. "The manner of that equaliser is the manner of one or two goals 
we have conceded," he said. "Not goals where you think, 'What a good move', but 
when it goes in the back of the net, I'm thinking, 'How on earth did it get there?' 
"What pleased me is that there was no hanging of heads and, 'Oh my God, here 
we go again.' Pepe [Reina] got the ball, threw it out of the net and we got on with 
it straightaway. That's a good sign for the future."  
But not quite as significant a portent as Torres proving once again that if chances 
are created, there are few forwards in the game with a greater capacity for taking 
them. True, his potency, on this occasion, was reliant on defensive weakness but 
once Cole's cross had evaded Blackburn's back line far too easily and found Torres 
in the kind of space that a forward of his quality should never be allowed, there 
was never any doubt that the ball would end up in the back of the net. For all the 
criticism that has come his way of late, Torres remains a goalscorer par 
excellence.  
"Fernando played an awful lot better and in my opinion that was his best 
performance for the team this season," Hodgson said. "It's nice he caused as 
many problems as he did and looked as likely as he did on many occasions to 
score, and he managed to get one and put it in the back of the net. He'll be happy 
tonight and we will need him to score more goals if we want to move into the 
position in the table we want to be."  

 

 
Torres strikes to beat Blackburn and lighten the gloom over Liverpool 
Old Trafford is not the only place where errant strikers can suddenly return to 
their manager's embrace. Unlike Wayne Rooney and Sir Alex Ferguson, however, 
one cannot put a price on Fernando Torres's rapprochement with Roy Hodgson.  
Before this critical game, Hodgson had been compelled to deny rumours of a 
falling out with the Spaniard. He had also conceded that Liverpool could be 
vulnerable should United come calling for his leading striker in January.  
Torres was also, in his manager's assessment of the derby defeat at Goodison 
Park last weekend, the only individual on show struggling for confidence. The 
striker's response against Blackburn Rovers was to enhance his manager's sense 
of self-preservation on Merseyside.  
The value of Torres's winner against Sam Allardyce's team, only his second goal in 
11 appearances this season, far exceeded points where Hodgson was concerned. 
It capped another step forward in terms of performance level, quickly released 
Anfield from renewed self-doubt caused by Jamie Carragher's ridiculous own goal, 
and released the pressure valve above the manager on the day that Tom Werner, 
chairman of the new owner, New England Sports Ventures, took in his first home 
game. Werner's report to John W Henry, his fellow managing partner who was 
absent through illness, will note seeds of recovery.  
"There is no question Fernando was very down after the World Cup," said 
Hodgson, who was speaking for two when he added: "Maybe people do get down 
when they are criticised left, right and centre. It does depress you somewhat but 
maybe he's beginning to come out of that and finding the joy of playing again."  
Kick-off was delayed while Anfield waited for Gerry Marsden to finish a rendition 
of You'll Never Walk Alone. Whether the singer was brought in to welcome 
Liverpool's new owners or to rouse an apprehensive crowd is unknown but the 
team, mercifully for their manager, accepted that the ultimate responsibility 
belonged to them.  
Hodgson overlooked those fringe players who impressed in Naples on Thursday in 
favour of the same starting XI that was easily beaten at Everton. As in the Europa 
League tie, there was a marked improvement in Liverpool as they dominated a 
Blackburn side missing its first-choice central defence, Christopher Samba and 
Ryan Nelsen, to suspension and injury respectively and without Steven Nzonzi 
once the central midfielder pulled up with a hamstring strain on the half hour.  
Liverpool are in no position to offer sympathy to disadvantaged opponents and 
only an understandable lack of confidence in front of goal denied them a more 
comfortable victory. The goalkeeper Paul Robinson once again demonstrated the 
folly of England's World Cup selection this summer with a resolute display that 
started with an early reaction save from Joe Cole at close range. Raul Meireles 
prodded a glorious chance wide from the rebound.  
The former England No1 then thwarted Sotirios Kyrgiakos, a constant threat at set 
pieces, and Steven Gerrard at the end of a flowing Liverpool counterattack, while 
Lucas Leiva and Maxi Rodriguez squandered fine openings. Passing more crisply 
and pressing far higher up the pitch than of late, the home side's application 
soothed their manager's worries but they needed a breakthrough to address their 
own insecurity. Five open, error-strewn minutes after the restart proved defining.  
Kyrgiakos ensured himself of a permanent place in Hodgson's affections when he 
lost Phil Jones at a Gerrard corner to head beyond the exposed Robinson, 
although Michel Salgado got the final touch. A calamitous own goal brought 
Blackburn level three minutes later when Paul Konchesky cleared off the line from 
El-Hadji Diouf, only for the clearance to cannon off Carragher's chest and in. The 
reaction of both teams to the equaliser decided the destiny of the points.  
"When that went in with our first shot on target you could sense the crowd going, 
'Oh no, here we go again,'" Allardyce said. Hodgson said: "What really pleased me 
was how we started again. Pepe [Jose Reina] raced out with the ball and we got 
on with it. No heads dropped."  
With Diouf, the pantomime villain, still savouring his part in the equaliser, Rovers 
switched off at another Gerrard corner. Kyrgiakos flicked on a cross from Cole and 
Torres was left to side-foot the ball into the corner of the goal.  
Allardyce said: "There is no way we would have left Fernando Torres free to score 
a side-footer from six yards had we had our usual central defence available." The 
small but invaluable breaks went Hodgson's way, on a day when he needed them 
most.  
Man of the match Sotirios Kyrgiakos  
The big Greek was dominant at both ends of the pitch  
Best Moment Giving Liverpool the lead they deserved, then shoving his team-
mates aside to wallow in the acclaim of the Kop  
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Torres taps in to spirit of Anfield 
Liverpool 2 Blackburn 1  
Next: Bolton v LIVERPOOL (Sunday), BLACKBURN v Chelsea (Saturday)  
WHETHER Liverpool wheeled out Gerry Marsden for a rousing rendition of You'll 
Never Walk Alone in honour of the club's new owners or in aid of Roy Hodgson is 
anyone's guess, but it certainly set the tone at Anfield yesterday. It was a show of 
unity in difficult times, demonstrating to the men from New England Sports 
Ventures what the Kop sounds like in full cry. A show of support for the boss 
might be pushing it too far, given that Hodgson might well have been walking 
alone had the debacle at home to Blackpool and Merseyside derby defeat at 
Everton been followed by another disappointment against Blackburn.  
But Hodgson's second Premier League win, thanks to a second goal of the season 
from a revitalised Fernando Torres in a frantic five minutes after half-time, took 
some pressure off the Liverpool manager even if it was not enough to lift his side 
out of the relegation zone. His fist-pumping celebration of Torres's strike and 
relieved demeanour afterwards were understandable. He had gone into the game 
with Sportsmail revealing that Steven Gerrard and Jamie Carragher were battling 
to keep the dressing room behind him, and speculation that the new American 
owners had given him two games to turn things around after the club's worst 
start to a top-flight campaign for more than half a century. NESV co-owner Tom 
Werner was joined in the directors' box by new board members David Ginsberg 
and Michael Gordon for the first home game since their takeover, although a sick 
John W Henry had to watch from home in Boston. He will have been heartened by 
this display but Hodgson, sacked by Blackburn before the midway point of the 
season 12 years ago, acknowledged that one win is not enough. 'We've got 
ourselves in a perilous position,' he said. 'One victory is going to help but it's going 
to take time until we can see daylight. 'We don't know what the owners are 
thinking. There is media talk of "lose two games and sack the coach" but I'm not 
sure the owners have that mindset. I divorce myself from all of that. It's all very 
well having must-win games but there's an opponent out there trying to stop you, 
and you can't get out of your mind how bad it's going to be if you make a 
mistake.' For all Liverpool's enterprise yesterday and the chances they created in 
the first half, feelings of unease looked close to the surface. It might have been 
different if they had secured the lead they thoroughly deserved before half-time, 
and for that they could blame Paul Robinson whose superb saves denied Joe Cole, 
Sotirios Kyrgiakos and, in particular, Steven Gerrard. The irony will not have been 
lost on many at Anfield that Sam Allardyce's side were bullied in the air 
throughout. Without regular centre backs Chris Samba and Ryan Nelsen, and with 
Steven Nzonzi limping off before half-time, a team who base their attack on high 
balls and set-pieces were exposed to the barrelling runs and aerial dominance of 
Kyrgiakos. It was certainly no surprise when the big Greek made the breakthough 
three minutes after half-time. Gerrard sent over a corner from the left and Phil 
Jones lost track of the excellent Kyrgiakos, who rose unmarked to power a header 
past Robinson -- helped on its way by Michel Salgado.  
'I felt there was huge relief around the whole ground when they scored,' said 
Allardyce. There was. The last thing Liverpool expected was a Blackburn equaliser 
within three minutes, when substitute Benjani crossed from the right and ex-
Liverpool man El-Hadji Diouf gave Martin Skrtel the slip and fired low towards the 
far post. Paul Konchesky tried to clear but hacked the ball into the back of the 
unfortunate Carragher, who deflected it over the line. 'When it's in the back of 
the net you think, "How on earth did that get there?",' sighed Hodgson, adding it 
was not the first soft goal his side had conceded this season. Carragher has now 
scored seven own goals in the Premier League for Liverpool -- three more than he 
has managed at the other end. Only Aston Villa's Richard Dunne has more, scoring 
an eighth this weekend. Luckily for Carragher and Konchesky, Liverpool were back 
in front within two minutes. Again, they exposed the weakness of Blackburn's 
defence, Cole crossing to the edge of the six-yard box for an unmarked Torres to 
side-foot past Robinson. It was a confident goal, Torres's first since Liverpool's 
only other league win, over West Bromwich in August.  
Hodgson is hoping the player can revive the team. He said: 'Torres was very down 
when he came back from the World Cup. People get down when they're criticised 
left, right and centre. Maybe he's just beginning to come out of that and find the 
joy of playing again. You can't infuse that into a player. You can ask him for it but 
he's the one who has to find it in himself. 'That was his best performance this 
season. But we need him to score many goals if we're going to move into the 
place in the table where we want to be.'  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 6; carragher 6, Skrtel 6, Kyrgiakos 8, Konchesky 5; 
Lucas 6, Meireles 6 (Shelvey 89min); Rodriguez 7, Gerrard 7, cole 6 (ngog 79, 6); 
torres 7. Subs not used: B Jones, Jovanovic, Babel, Poulsen, Kelly.  
Booked: Maxi, Meireles. Scorers: Kyrgiakos 48, torres 53. BLACKBURN (4-5-1): 
Robinson 8; Salgado 6, Givet 5, P Jones 6, olsson 6; Emerton 6, Pedersen 5, Dunn 
5 (Hoilett 68, 6), nzonzi 6 (Grella 33, 6), El-Hadji Diouf 7; Kalinic 5 (Benjani 46, 6). 
Subs not used: Bunn, Morris, chimbonda, Mame Biram Diouf. Booked: olsson, 
Givet, Grella.  
Scorer: carragher og 51. Man of the match: Sotirios Kyrgiakos. Referee: Phil Dowd 
7. Attendance: 43,328.  

 

 
Hodgson not so alone as Torres hints at recovery 
Liverpool 2  
Kyrgiakos 48, Torres 53  
Blackburn Rovers 1  
Carragher 50 og Att: 43,328  
The sensation of relief, mixed with joy, which swept through Roy Hodgson and 
Liverpool's supporters must surely have been felt even in Boston where John W 
Henry was watching on television from his sickbed. "I already miss Anfield," the 
owner had bewailed in crowdpleasing fashion in a message to fans. Bet he just 
cannot wait to take his seat now.  
And what will the new boss enjoy most? The feeling, experienced by his fellow 
NESV directors here, that he has taken on a team which demonstrated 
emphatically that a renaissance could be nigh? The sense that Roy Hodgson, 
beleaguered and hassled, has now truly got the players on board for the fight? Or 
just the sight of his prize asset, Fernando Torres, finding that exquisite goalscoring 
knack again? They had pulled out all the stops in the cathedral here to greet their 
new American master. Even Gerry Marsden was wheeled out to give a lump-in-
the-throat rendition of You'll Never Walk Alone, so it was a shame Henry could 
not be at Anfield in person to hear the Kop in full cry.  
Instead, he was offered something just as uplifting; the fabled Anfield passion 
translated into a Liverpool performance which was hailed by the regulars as by far 
the best of the season and, indeed, as good as they have seen since the spring. 
The onegoal margin did not tell the whole story by a long chalk; Liverpool could 
have netted half a dozen, such was the ease with which they created chances.  
Steven Gerrard was everywhere, leading by example as if feeling he might have to 
win the game on his own; Joe Cole awoke and remembered he was supposed to 
be quite a player; Jamie Carragher sprinted down the right flank like a spring 
chicken and Sotirios Kyrgiakos's heading prowess terrorised Blackburn's defenders 
whenever he ventured into the box.  
But most significant of all was the rejuvenation of Torres. In a way, he has stood 
as the expensive, decadent symbol of Liverpool's woes this season, a superstar 
who has not looked as if he neither wanted nor deserved to be at Anfield, a fading 
hero. Yet after only having scored once in 10 games this term, he looked very 
much more like his old irresistible self yesterday.  
And when his moment came at the climax of a frenetic six-minute period just 
after half-time in which Liverpool took the lead through a thunderous Kyrgiakos 
header and then squandered it with a comedy own-goal from Carragher, Torres 
accepted it in the fashion which once made him look just about the deadliest 
striker in the game.  
Sam Allardyce bemoaned how his defenders went to sleep, allowing Torres to 
steal in on the far side, glide on to Cole's expert delivery and sidefoot the ball past 
the excellent Paul Robinson with slide rule aplomb.  
Nobody can quite know what this moment will do for the prospects of Torres and 
Liverpool now, but Hodgson has a pretty good idea. "He was very down when he 
came back from the World Cup," revealed Hodgson, talking of how Torres had felt 
a mere bit-part player in Spain's success.  
"He was obviously affected by the amount of criticism he received in South Africa 
and at the start of this season. He's just beginning to come out of that and is 
finding the joy of playing again and rediscovering his energy and intensity. He's 
the one who has to find it in himself to do that and I think he did today.  
"He played well, his best performance for the team this season. But we'll need 
him to score many more like that now."  
Of course they will. Torres is still nowhere near as sharp as a couple of seasons 
back and squandered a couple of chances here, but he was much less lethargic 
than of late.  
Hodgson was thrilled with the way Liverpool came out from the start, with their 
rested Europa League crew headed by Gerrard and Torres back on board. The 
catalogue of chances they missed in the first half was extraordinary but they got 
their reward just after the break.  
Kyrgiakos's header from Gerrard's corner relieved the tension in the 48th minute, 
and it should have been two when the Greek defender was fouled in the box as 
he tried to head home seconds later.  
Frustration turned to ire as the failure to award the penalty was magnified by a 
chaotic equaliser from Blackburn, who had hitherto offered little threat. El Hadji 
Diouf's shot was scrambled away desperately by Paul Konchesky only for the ball 
to strike the back of Carragher and plonk into his own net.  
Hodgson was thrilled with Liverpool's response. "There was no hanging of heads," 
he noted, as Torres netted his winner minutes later. It was only in the last quarter 
that anxiety began to afflict the home team, fans and Hodgson himself, as they 
held on a mite nervously.  
"It would be facile to say this was a turning point and I don't want to suggest 
suddenly everything is hunky dory," said Hodgson. But it felt like an important 
start. I'm pretty sure his [John W Henry's] phone has been buzzing."  
But then the whole of Anfield was buzzing, as the Koppites took home their 
banner declaring 'At the end of the storm'.  
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Hodgson calls for more hard work after vital win 
You know things are looking bad when Gerry Marsden is out leading the rendition 
of a certain famous Anfield anthem. If that didn't confirm that Roy Hodgson truly 
is walking alone, an internet poll of Liverpool fans before this game revealed 65 
per cent actually wanted Blackburn to win, in the hope of putting them and their 
manager out of his misery.  
The consequences of that outcome certainly didn't bare contemplation. Even the 
new owner, John W Henry, absent through illness but likely to be here to see 
Chelsea in two weeks' time, said beforehand, perhaps ominously, that this was an 
important day at Anfield "in more ways than one."  
Almost as important as the result, which still left Liverpool grounded in the 
bottom three, was the evidence that Hodgson's players possess a belief in him 
which so many outside of the Anfield gates lack. Their pace and intensity, in the 
first half especially, made this their best performance under the new manager 
and, for once, Steven Gerrard was not the sole torch-bearer. The invention of 
Lucas Leiva proved that one of the most maligned remnants of the Rafael Benitez 
era deserves better. So, too, Maxi Rodriguez, while Raul Meireles - a far more 
ambitious holding midfielder than Christian Poulsen - finally revealed himself to 
be the powerful box-to-box player observers had talked of when Hodgson signing 
him.  
This was a different kind of Fernando Torres, too. His matchwinning goal - his first 
since the strike at home to West Bromwich Albion in August which secured 
Liverpool their only other domestic win of this season - was not part of a huge 
personal contribution. But the sight of Torres in the centre circle just after scoring, 
stretching and testing his troublesome groin, further illustrated the player's 
anxiety about an injury that has haunted him since the World Cup.  
"He was very down when he came back from the World Cup," Hodgson said of 
Torres last night. "Maybe people are down when they are criticised left, right and 
centre. It does get people down. He is just coming out of that and starting to find 
his joy at playing again."  
It really would help Liverpool fans' own emotional state if Hodgson could find a 
little more joy himself. Their league position really does not bear deep analysis so 
early - they sit just six points behind fifth-placed Tottenham - but Hodgson was 
still downbeat last night and batted away suggestions that this win might be a 
catalyst for further improvement.  
"I don't know what catalysts are," he said. "I don't want to say things are hunky-
dory. The expectations on us are greater than we are capable of achieving 
immediately and if we're not the Liverpool of yore, we'll work hard to get there."  
Has this club deteriorated to such an extent? It didn't seem that way when they 
created at least ten chances in the first half - the stellar performance of Blackburn 
keeper Paul Robinwould have had Fabio Capello lamenting his international 
retirement.  
But when Liverpool reached the interval still deadlocked, Meireles and Rodriguez 
having spurned the best opportunities, it appeared Hodgson was cursed. That 
sense deepened when the goal which his side so richly deserved - Sotirios 
Kyrgiakos powering in a header from Gerrard's corner - was cancelled out in a 
comedy of errors. As if the sight of substitute Benjani Mwaruwari haring around 
Paul Konchesky to cross was not bad enough for Hodgson, El-Hadji Diouf's shot 
through Jamie Carragher's legs was cleared off the line back by Konchesky - 
straight into Carragher and back across the goalline. It was a damning snapshot of 
Hodgson's defence this season.  
Reina's reaction was telling, though, as he raced out of goal clutching the ball and 
his team-mates shared the urgency. Joe Cole's contribution to the match was still 
not enough to suggest that the fields of Anfield Road are delivering him any 
salvation but his clipped ball minutes later for Torres, who sprang away from the 
central defenders to side-foot home, was the match's most decisive one.  
Sam Allardyce justifiably mourned the absence of the suspended Chris Samba. 
"When I see the second goal - Torres free six yards out for a little side-footer and 
none of our players near him at all - it's the reason why I say I'm missing players," 
he said.  
Don't expect any less gloom from the Liverpool manager, though. Three points 
are needed at Bolton next Sunday to avoid the prospect of facing Chelsea while 
still rooted in the bottom three, but Hodgson has not won any of his last 22 away 
games, dating back to his time in charge of Fulham.  
MATCH FACTS  
Subs: Liverpool Ngog (Cole, 78), Shelvey (Meireles, 89). Unused Jones (gk), Kelly, 
Poulsen, Jovanovic, Babel.  
Blackburn Grella (Nzonzi, 33), Benjani (Kalinic, h/t), Hoilett (Dunn, 68). Unused 
Bunn (gk), Morris, Chimbonda, M B Diouf.  
Booked: Liverpool Rodriguez, Meireles. Blackburn Givet, Olsson, Grella.  
Possession Liverpool 54% Blackburn 46%.  
Shots on target Liverpool 11 Blacburn 3.  
Referee P Dowd (Stoke-on-Trent). Att 43,328.  
Man of the match Lucas. Match rating 7/10. 

 

 

 
SULK TO HULK; Kop hero Torres is all smiles again after he lifts the 
gloom with a much-needed winner 
LIVERPOOL 2  
BLACKBURN 1  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Carragher 7, Kyrgiakos 8, Skrtel 6, Konchesky 6, Meireles 7 
(Shelvey 89), Lucas 6, Maxi 6 , Gerrard 8, Cole 7 (Ngog 79), Torres 7. Goals: 
Kyrigakos 48, Torres 53  
BLACKBURN: Robinson 8, Salgado 6, Jones 7, Givet 6 , Olsson 6 , Emerton 7, 
Nzonzi 5 (Grella 33, 6 ), Dunn 7 (Hoilett 67, 6), Pedersen 6, Diouf 6, Kalinic 5 
(Benjani 46, 7). Goal: Carragher 50 og  
REFEREE: Phil Dowd  
ATTENDANCE: 43,328  
HE is known as El Nino, but finally there were signs of a growing maturity from 
Fernando Torres yesterday.  
His winner against Blackburn was important, not just because it offered manager 
Roy Hodgson some relief from the almost relentless pressure suffocating 
Liverpool.  
But its greater significance, perhaps, came from the fact that Torres appeared 
interested once more, his almost childish sulking of recent weeks - or at least a 
body language that suggested as much - was replaced by a renewed 
determination and interest.  
The striker didn't exactly have his best game, and his form is still some way short 
of the world-class level of the past few seasons, but there can be no criticism 
about his commitment or desire, which is a major step forward.  
It could just be the catalyst that Liverpool require to kick-start their season. With 
Torres looking like a sulking kid, the Reds had barely produced a threat in most of 
their performances this campaign.  
That is the biggest single reason why they are still in the bottom three. But where 
Hodgson's side had previously looked toothless, here they created enough 
chances to have buried Rovers.  
Clearly, the mood of Torres is a huge factor in that, and his body language was 
visibly improved. That's a massive relief to the Liverpool support, who have been 
willing their hero to show his commitment to the club he professes to love.  
When he scored, the cheer that rang around Anfield was probably the biggest of 
the season so far, because the fans know what it means to Liverpool's season.  
It was only his second goal of the season and his first in seven matches.  
The word from the training ground is that he is suddenly smiling again, and in the 
past four days or so has become more relaxed and happier in his environment.  
Torres still seems short of the sharpness that is a key feature of his game. But 
there was no shortage of hard work and willing running, and when his goal arrived 
on 53 minutes to win the game, it was a just reward for his endeavour.  
As tap-ins go, it was executed with some style and grace. It was a fine move with 
Joe Cole exchanging passes with Steven Gerrard to flight over a perfect cross that 
eluded the makeshift Rovers defence and allowed Torres to turn emphatically 
home from close range.  
From there, Torres looked reinvented, and he chased himself to a standstill in the 
final minutes. Indeed, the only surprise was that it took so long for Liverpool to 
establish a lead - and an even greater surprise that they didn't score many more.  
Raul Meireles and Joe Cole produced their best displays so far, combining 
superbly with Steven Gerrard, and they passed a makeshift Rovers defence into 
the ground, especially in a first half in which they totally dominated.  
That they went into the interval level was staggering. Cole had an early shot 
brilliantly saved by the excellent Paul Robinson, and that set the tone for much of 
the afternoon.  
Phil Jones, who looks a real find for Rovers, denied Torres with some brilliant 
defending, Soto Kyrgiakos had a header brilliantly saved, Lucas had a header 
cleared from the line and turned another over from four yards, and Gerrard had 
another shot beaten away by the outstanding Rovers keeper.  
Just when it seemed it would be one of those days for Liverpool, Kyrgiakos 
provided the leadership that has become an increasing feature of his game 
recently.  
He may not be the best player at Anfield, but he certainly is one of the most 
determined.  
He is always dangerous from set pieces, and he got above a Blackburn defence 
that had struggled on corners all afternoon, to smash a header into the roof of the 
net via a deflection from Martin Olsson.  
The lead didn't last long. Substitute Benjani did well down the right but El-Hadji 
Diouf mis-hit his shot from a good position which allowed Miereles to clear from 
the line. But it bounced off Jamie Carragher's head and into the net.  
In other games, Liverpool would have folded in the face of such misfortune, but 
Pepe Reina's mad dash to the half-way line with the ball for the restart showed 
new found determination.  
Within a minute, Torres had pounced for the winner, and relief flooded around 
Anfield.  
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Dominic King sees the Reds start out on the road to recovery 
THE owner was on his sick bed but the team climbed off theirs; flu may have 
prevented John W Henry making his home début but at least Liverpool have 
started to shake off their fever. 
If Henry was under the weather yesterday, run down after two of the most 
draining, dramatic weeks of his life, it was nothing compared to how every 
Liverpool supporter felt after two of the most demoralising, dispiriting months in 
living memory. 
Plummeting down the rankings at an alarming rate of knots and regularly 
embarrassed, Roy Hodgson admitted recently the Reds’ loss of form has been akin 
to an illness and the debilitating effects of it have been there for all to see – just 
look at the Premier League table. 
So even though the arrival of New England Sports Ventures as the club’s new 
owners has helped ease some of the tension, there would have been 
apprehension and anxiety regardless of whether Henry had taken his seat in the 
director’s box for yesterday’s showdown with Blackburn Rovers. 
Happily, the tonic Henry – watching at home on television – and every other 
Liverpudlian craved arrived courtesy of a first domestic win since August 29 
courtesy of a performance that was undeniably the Reds’ best to date under 
Hodgson. 
It would be wrong to say this means Liverpool’s house is back in order now – 
clearly, it isn’t – but what cannot be argued is the fact that, for the first time in a 
while, satisfaction is the overriding emotion heading into the working week. 
“I don’t want to suggest everything is suddenly hunky dory,” said a pragmatic 
Hodgson afterwards. “For me, it was a very good victory against a tough team. It 
was more than deserved and I’m also very happy with the way the team played 
during the first 70 minutes.” 
As he should have been. With a bit more ruthlessness, Liverpool would have had 
this one-sided contest wrapped up long before they needed Fernando Torres to 
put them back in front after Jamie Carragher’s own goal cancelled out Sotirios 
Kyrgiakos’ thumping header early in the second period. 
Passing the ball with better accuracy and tempo, pushing forward from the first 
whistle and not allowing Blackburn the slightest opportunity to indulge the 
favourite two words of their caricature Sam Allardyce – go long – Liverpool’s 
efforts should have yielded more. 
Allardyce, possibly for the first time in his managerial career, accepted Blackburn 
got precisely what they deserved at Anfield – nothing – but even he, a man who 
will tell you something is black even if you can see it is white, would have been 
hard pushed to contest this final score. 
Which begs the question: what changed? This is not suddenly making Liverpool 
out to be the best team in the country – they are still statistically not even the 
best in the city – but had they played with this vigour a month ago, there is no 
way Hodgson and Company would be in such a mess. 
Everything looked right from the word go here. The back four worked cohesively; 
Lucas and Raul Meireles knew when to go and when to stay (something to do with 
their native tongues being Portuguese, perhaps?), while ahead of them, the 
attackers functioned efficiently. 
Maxi Rodriguez, for example, had his best game since Hodgson became manager, 
doing things in that elegantly simplistic way, Steven Gerrard was a constant 
menace and Joe Cole left his Goodison Park nightmare well behind, providing a 
peach of a pass for Torres to settle things. 
One passage of play early in the second period summed up the returning 
confidence; the ball made its way from left to right with Meireles, Gerrard, Torres, 
Maxi and Cole all, at some point, producing flicks of nonchalance, leaving 
Blackburn heads in a spin. 
This was much more like it. True, it might have taken a one-dimensional goal to 
break the deadlock but had Liverpool kept Blackburn at arms length for another 
five minutes – or if referee Phil Dowd had awarded a penalty for a push on 
Kyrgiakos – they might have ended up running amok. At long last, everywhere you 
looked there was a man clad in Rred staking a claim to be named man of the 
match. Lucas rarely wasted possession, Meireles gets better by the week, while 
Carragher produced a performance that prompted Hodgson to call him “Carlos 
Alberto”. 
Yet as good as they all where, none could surpass the outstanding Kyrgiakos and 
the highest praise you can give this Greek colossus, who stands as big and strong 
as one of the columns on the Parthenon, is that he absolutely deserves his place 
in the starting line-up. 
He might not be the classiest central defender nor could you ever say he is the 
quickest but every game Kyrgiakos plays, he gives nothing other his maximum, 
takes great pride in wearing a Liverpool shirt and wants to help his team win. 
In other words, he cares. Since making a mistake against Lyon in a Champions 
League group game last November, Kyrgiakos has hardly put a foot out of line 
when called on and he is quickly building up a quite a following on the Kop. 

 

 
Whether he will ever get to the levels of adoration reserved for Torres is open to 
debate but while Kyrgiakos’ goal was welcome, the strike from the Spaniard 
which ultimately settled the game was celebrated more with relief than anything 
else. 
Watching his form betray him in the last few weeks has, to put it mildly, made 
uncomfortable viewing and just to see him smile and acknowledge the crowd 
again provided some reassurance, hinting that there are better days ahead. 
Sentiments which can be applied to the team; that Liverpool are still in the 
bottom three demands the situation be put into perspective and they will have no 
easy task when tackling Bolton Wanderers next Sunday. But, for once, you get the 
impression that the scent of recovery is in the air; after so much doom and gloom, 
that, surely, is something to embrace. 
 “If we had come in at half-time several goals up no-one could have said a word; it 
was a very deserved victory.” Roy Hodgson points out that Liverpool’s confidence 
booster could have been by a landslide 
“We would not have let Fernando Torres in there if we’d had Chris Samba or Ryan 
Nelson.” Sam Allardyce predictably finds an excuse for Blackburn’s defeat 
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina: Carragher, Kyrgiakos, Skrtel, Konchesky: Lucas, 
Meireles (Shelvey 89): Rodriguez, Gerrard, Cole (Ngog 78): Torres. Subs: Jones 
(GK), Jovanovic, Babel, Poulsen, Kelly. 
BLACKBURN (4-2-3-1): Robinson: Salgado, Jones, Givet, Olsson: Pedersen, Nzonzi 
(Grella 33): Emerton, Dunn (Hoillett 67), Diouf: Kalinic (Benjani 46). SUBS: Bunn 
(GK), Morris, Chimbonda, Diouf. 
GOALS: Kyrgiakos (48), Torres (54); Carragher (o.g 51) 
CARDS: Olsson (28), Givet (28), Rodriguez (67), Meireles (82). 
REFEREE: Phil Dowd 
ATTENDANCE: 43,328 

 


